Definition 1: (Single-version history): A single-version history SVH of a set of transactions T={T 0 , T 1 , ..., T n } is a partial order (∑ T ,< SVH ) of events such that 1. ∑ T = ∪ i=1...n OP i ∪ ∪ k=1...n P i ; 2. < SVH ⊇ ∪ i=1...n < i ; 3. if p, q are data operations in SVH and at least one of them is a write operation, p < SVH q or q < SVH p.
Definition 2: (Multi-version history): A multi-version history MVH of a set of transactions T={T 0 , T 1 , ..., T n } is a single-version history SVH with a version function V that maps each read operation r i to some object version written by a write action w j that precedes the read operation according to < MVH . Additionally, a version order, denoted <<, is associated with each committed object in MVH representing a total order among the versions of each object.
For notational convenience, we assume that the version order of an object X in a multi-version history MVH equals the order in which write operations of X occur in MVH, i.e., whenever a write operation w ij [x i , v] immediately precedes a write operation w kj [x k , v] in MVH, then x i << x k . To reason as to whether a multi-version history MVH satisfies some criteria as defined by an IL, we may need to consider a subhistory of MVH. The projection P of a multi-version history MVH with respect to a single transaction is given below:
Definition 3: (Transactional Projection): Let top∈{r, w, a, c, b} denote a transactional operation that is either a data operation or a transaction management operation. A transactional projection of a multi-version history MVH onto T i , denoted P(MVH, T i ), is a subhistory MVH' containing transactional operations top(MVH'):= top(T i ), i.e., MVH' includes only the operations issued by T i .
It is important to note that the projection preserves the relative order of the original operations. To validate the correctness of multi-version histories with respect to an IL defined in Section 3, we need to formalize possible direct and indirect data dependencies between transactions:
Definition 4: (Direct Write-Read Dependency): A direct write-read dependency between T i and T j exists if there is a write operation w i which precedes a read operation r j in a multi-version history MVH according to < MVH and T i accesses the object version written by T j . In what follows, we represent such a dependency by wr.
Definition 5: (Direct Write-Write Dependency): A transaction T i directly write-write depends on a transaction T j if there exists a write operation w i which precedes a write operation w j in a multi-version history MVH according to < MVH and w j produces the successor object version of some object version written by w i . We denote writewrite dependencies by ww.
Definition 6: (Direct Read-Write Dependency): A direct read-write dependency occurs between two transactions T i and T j if there is a read operation r i and a write operation w j in a multi-version history MVH in the order r i 5 < MVH w j and w j installs the successor object version of some object version read by r i . Read-write dependencies are denoted by rw.
If the type of dependency between two distinct transactions does not matter, we say that they are in an arbitrary dependency:
Definition 7: (Arbitrary Direct Dependency): Two transactions T i and T j are in an arbitrary direct dependency in MVH, if there exists a direct read-write, write-write or write-read dependency between T i and T j .
Definition 8: (Arbitrary Indirect Dependency): A transaction T i arbitrary indirectly depends on a transaction T j in a multi-version history MVH, if there exists a sequence [T j δ T k1 δ T k2 ... δ T kn δ T i (n ≥1)] in MVH where δ denotes an arbitrary direct dependency between two transactions.
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New isolation levels suitable for Read-only Transactions
Why Serializability may be insufficient
Serializability is the standard criterion for transaction processing in both stationary and mobile computing. Its importance and popularity is related to the fact that it prevents read-write transactions from violating database consistency by assuring that they always transform the database from one consistent state into another. With respect to read-only transactions, serializability as defined in [BHG87] guarantees that all read-only transactions perceive the same serial order of read-write transactions. Additionally, serializability requires that read-only transactions serialize with each other. While such strict requirements may be too restrictive and costly for most read-only transactions, some of them, however, may require such guarantees.
Example 1: To illustrate the importance of serializability for read-only transactions consider a flight scheduling system with the following (non-serial) mono-version history: To avoid that read-only transactions observe a snapshot inconsistent database state, they have to be executed with serializability guarantees. However, as noted before, the serializability criterion as defined in [BHG87] is not sufficient for preventing read-only transactions from experiencing anomalies related to data currency. History H 2 has been slightly modified compared to H 1 and might be produced if our flight scheduling system supports multiple object versions, which is rather a rule than an exception in mobile distributed database systems for reasons such as data availability, data contention resolution and data synchronization efficiency. As in Example 1, two employees of the airport query the airport flight scheduling system to get the latest news on the take-off times of flights X and Y. While one of the employees (who invokes transaction T 3 ) may locate the required data in his local cache, the other may have to connect to the central database in order to satisfy his data requirements. As a consequence, both persons read from different database snapshots without serializability guarantees being violated, which can be easily verified by sketching the multi-version serialization graph As the previous example clearly illustrates, serializability by itself may not be a sufficient requirement for avoiding phenomena related to reading from old database snapshots. This deficit is eliminated in the following 7 subsections.
BOT Serializability
Encouraged by Example 2, we now define two new ILs that combine the strictness of serializability with firm data currency guarantees. Unlike the ANSI definition of serializability, our definition ensures data currency to both read-write and read-only transaction. The existing ANSI specification of serializability and its redefinition by [ALO00] only implicitly contain data currency requirements for read-write transactions. Read-only transactions, however, are allowed to be executed without any restrictions wrt. the timeliness of the observed data. We will define our ILs in terms of histories. We associate a directed graph with each newly defined isolation level IL i . A multi-version history MVH provides IL i guarantees, if the corresponding graph is acyclic.
For space restrictions, we define only ILs that are especially attractive for the mobile broadcasting environment where clients require to read up-to-date database objects and are expected to be rarely disconnected from the server. Based on some research done on real-time transactions [AGM88, HCL90] , we divide data currency requirements into three categories: transactions with strong, firm, and weak requirements. We say that a readonly transaction T i has strong currency requirements, if it needs to read data that is (still) up-to-date by its commit time. Since all read operations of T i must be valid at the end of the transaction's execution, we also say that T i runs with End of Transaction (EOT) data currency guarantees. Note that the EOT data currency property requires only that writes of committed read-write transactions must not interfere with operations of read-only transactions, i.e., object updates of uncommitted transactions are not considered by the property. The firm requirement, on the other hand, provides slightly weaker currency guarantees. It requires that any data item read by a read-only transaction T i must be at least as recent as by the time T i started its execution. Like the strong data currency requirement, the firm criterion is only concerned with objects installed by committed read-only transactions when checking its validity. The firm currency requirement is attractive and practicable for the processing of read-only transactions in many environments (including the mobile broadcasting environment) and is therefore used in the definitions of our ILs. In contrast to ILs that ensure firm data currency, we do not expect an IL with strong data requirements to perform well in a mobile distributed environment where objects are updated frequently and transactions can be long-lived in nature. Some database applications, however, may only require weak data currency guarantees. Weak data currency requirements can be declared in at least two ways. A read-only transaction can require observing a database state as it existed at a certain point in time t i before its actual starting point. That is, all object versions viewed by a transaction must have been up-to-date by the time t i .
A user could also require to see a transaction consistent state of the database that existed at some stage within the time interval [i, j] . While all of the aforementioned degrees of data currency are useful, we believe that the majority of applications require firm guarantees. Thus, we concentrate on the extension of the known ILs by firm data currency requirements here. Prior to specifying a new IL that provides serializability along with firm data currency guarantees, we need to define some additional concepts.
As defined so far, a multi-version history MVH consists of two components: a) a partial order of database events (∑ T ) and b) a total order of object versions (<<). Now, we extend the definition of a multi-version history by specifying for each committed read-only transaction a start time order that relates its starting point to the commit 8 time of previously terminated read-write transactions. The association of a start time order with a multi-version history was first introduced in the context of the definition of the Snapshot Isolation level [BBG+95] to provide more flexibility for implementations of this degree. According to the SI concept, the database system is free to choose a starting point for a transaction as long as the selected starting point is some (logical) time before its first read operation. Allowing the system to choose a transaction's starting point without any restrictions is inappropriate in situations where the user expects to read from a database state that existed at some time close to the transaction's actual starting point. Thus, for applications/transactions to work correctly, the database system needs to select a transaction's starting point somehow in accordance with the order of events in a multi-version history MVH. We now formally define the concept of start time order.
Definition 9: (Start Time Order): A start time order of a multi-version history MVH over a set of committed transactions T={T 0 , T 1 , ..., T n } is a partial order (S T , → MVH ) of events such that property is satisfied for all read-only transactions in MVH.
Unlike "pure" serializability, our definition of BOT Serializability places constraints on the currency of data read by read-only transactions. Thus, BOT Serializability is strictly stronger than serializability since the former allows less correct histories. We say that an isolation level IL 1 is strictly stronger (weaker) than an isolation level IL 2 if the set of correct histories that can be produced by an IL 1 scheduler is smaller (larger) than the set of correct histories of an IL 2 scheduler.
To determine if a given multi-version history MVH satisfies the requirements of the BOT Serializability level,
we use a variation of the MVSG called start time multi-version serialization graph (ST-MVSG). In this paper, this point, we assume that the reader is familiar with the notion of MVSG and for a definition we refer to [WV01] . Theorem 1: Let MVH be a multi-version history over a set of committed transactions T={T 1 , ..., T n }. Then
MVH is BOT serializable, if ST-MVSG(MVH) is acyclic.
Proof: see Appendix A.
Strict Forward BOT Serializability
The currency requirements of BOT Serializability may not be ideally suited for processing read-only transactions in mobile broadcasting environments for at least two reasons: First, mobile read-only transactions are mostly long running in nature due to such factors as interactive data usage, intentional or accidental disconnections, and/or high communication delays. Therefore, disallowing a long-lived read-only transaction to see object versions that committed after its starting point might be too restrictive for some applications. Another reason for allowing "forward" reads is related to version management. Reading from a snapshot of the database that existed at the time when a read-only transaction started its execution can be expensive in terms of storage costs. If database objects are frequently updated, which is a reasonable assumption for data-dissemination environments, multiple previous object versions have to be retained in various parts of the database system. Allowing read-only transactions to view more recent data than permitted by the BOT data currency property is efficient, since it enables us to purge out-of-date objects sooner thus allowing us to keep more recent objects in the database
system. An IL that provides such currency guarantees while still enforcing degree 3 consistency is called Strict Forward BOT Serializability. Before defining this IL, we formulate a rule that is sufficient and practicable to determine whether a read-only transaction T i may be allowed to see the (total) effects of an update transaction that committed after its starting point without violating serializability requirements.
Read Rule 1: (Serializable Forward Reads): Let T i denote a read-only transaction that needs to observe the effects of an update transaction T j that committed after T i 's starting point as long as the serializability requirement holds. Further, let T update represent a set of read-write transactions that committed after T i 's starting point but before the commit point of T j and whose effects have not been seen by T i , i.e., objects. This will be the case throughout the paper if not otherwise specified. In what follows, we denote the fact that T i is permitted to read forward on the object versions produced by T j , by T i → sfr T j .
An example illustrating how the invariants of Read Rule 1 are applied to decide whether a read-only transaction T i can safely observe the effects of update transactions that committed after its starting point is as follows:
Example 3: Consider the following prefix of a multi-version history: In the subhistory H 3 , T 0 blindly writes the objects X, Y, and Z. After T 0 's commit point, the read-only transaction T 1 starts running and reads the previously initialized value of Y. T 2 subsequently observes the value of X and produces a new version of Z, which is, in turn, read by T 3 . In the meantime, T 4 is started and accesses object X. Thereafter, T 3 creates a new version of object Y. Finally, T 4 updates the initialized value of X and commits. Now suppose transaction T 1 wants to read object Z and thereafter object X. If we assume that both versions of objects Z and X are maintained in the database by the time when T 1 's read request arrives, the scheduler has to decide which version of Z and X T 1 can safely observe. If T 1 runs at the BOT Serializability IL the scheduler's decision is straightforward since T 1 needs to access the most recent object versions that existed by its starting point. In this case, T 1 would have to read the versions created by T 0 . However, if the underlying IL requires that T 1 should see the updates of transactions that committed after its BOT point as long as the serializability criterion is not violated, the scheduler has to check for every object T 1 intends to read whether there exists any committed object version that was installed after T 1 's starting point and, if so, whether Read Rule 1 is satisfied. With regard to objects X and Z, the reader can easily see from H 3 that both objects were updated after T 1 's BOT point. Hence, the scheduler has to verify for both recently created object versions whether the invariants of Read Rule 1 hold. Object Z is requested first and therefore the scheduler intersects the current read set of T 1 (Readset(H 3 ',T 1 ):={Y}) with the write set of all transactions that committed after T 1 's BOT point and the commit point of T 2 that installed the latest version of Z (Writeset(H 3 ', (T Update ∪ T 1 )):={Z}). Since the result of the intersection is an empty set, the scheduler allows T 1 to read the most up-to-date version of Z.
Now, this procedure is to be repeated for object X. Here the read set of T 1 consists of two objects (Readset(H 3 ',T 1 ):={Y, Z}) and the write set of transactions that committed between T 4 's commit point and T 1 's start point comprises two objects as well (Writeset(H 3 ', (T Update ∪ T 4 )):={X, Y}). At this time, T 1 is not allowed to read forward on object X since Read Rule 1 is violated. Therefore, the transaction is forced to observe the object version of X that existed by its BOT point.
♦
The following new IL incorporates the serializable forward read property and is defined as follows: To check whether a given history MVH is strict forward BOT serializable, we use a variant of the MVSG. Proof: see Appendix A.
Update Serializability
While the strictness of serializability may be necessary for some read-only transactions (see Example 1), often, however, the use of such strong criteria is overly restrictive and may affect the overall system performance. Even worse, serializability does not only trade consistency for performance, it also has an impact on data currency. Implications on transaction correctness due to the reads from out-of-date objects as shown in Example 4 can be diminished by adding data currency guarantees to the definition of Update Serializability. As data currency and consistency are orthogonal concepts, it is possible to combine Update Serializability with various types of currency. As for the serializability level, we concentrate on the BOT data currency type, since we believe that they are frequently required in the mobile environment. However, there is no need to define a new IL that provides BOT data currency guarantees in combination with Update Serializability correctness since such a level would be equivalent to the already defined BOT serializability degree. However, extending Update Serializability by the requirement that a read-only transaction T i must perceive the most recent version of committed objects that existed by the time T i started its execution or beyond seems to be a valuable property in terms of performance and currency. However, as specified in the Strict Forward BOT Serializability IL, forward reads beyond T i 's start point should only be allowed, if the Update Serializability criterion is not violated. In order to determine whether a read-only transaction T i can safely read forward on some version of object X it wants to read, the following property can be used. Again, we determine as to whether a given history MVH is strict forward BOT update serializable by using a directed MVSG. Proof: see Appendix A.
View Consistency
View Consistency (VC) is the weakest IL that ensures transaction consistency to read-only transactions provided that all read-write transactions that modify the database state are serializable. It was first informally defined in the literature by [Wei87] under the name External Consistency. Due to its valuable guarantees provided to readonly transactions, it appears to be an ideal candidate for use in all forms of environments including broadcasting systems. However, as noticed for the Conflict Serializability and Update Serializability degree, the definition of View Consistency lacks the notion of data currency. We formally define the View Consistency level as follows: Proof: see Appendix A.
Before concluding Section 3, we want to discuss an issue about weaker consistency levels that might be a problem for some applications initiating read-only transactions. The potential problem of weaker degrees than serializability is related to the fact that read-only transactions executed under those levels may see a state of the database that never existed at any time in the database's history. The issue of concern arises from allowing readonly transactions to miss the effects of read-write transactions. The following example illustrates the problem. There are two additional read-write transactions T 2 and T 3 in H 5 that write the prices of shares X and Y respectively. Both transactions are committed after T 1 's first read operation was performed. Since the update serializable forward read property is satisfied, T 1 reads the version of object X installed by T 3 . This forward read operation enforced by the Strict Forward BOT Serializability level has the effect that T 1 sees a transaction consistent database state that never existed at any time in the database's history, i.e., T 1 views a snapshot inconsistent state of the database. If we assume that T 1 uses the stock prices of X and Y to compute a composite index, the resulting index value is incorrect since it reflects the prices of stocks at different points in time. To avoid snapshot inconsistencies as experienced by T 1 , read-only transactions have to be executed at the serializability level.
♦ 4 Implementation Issues
We now propose protocols that implement the newly defined ILs in an efficient manner. First, we illustrate the key characteristics of our envisaged broadcasting environment and present some common design assumptions that underlie the implementation of the ILs.
Data dissemination by using broadcast disks is likely to become the prevailing mode of data exchange in mobile wireless environments. The characteristics of a broadcast disk environment are well-known in the literature and therefore we only present some key properties that are relevant for our protocols. For simplicity, we assume a flat broadcast disk that consists of three types of segments: a) an index segment, b) data segment, and c) control information segment. To make the data disseminated self-descriptive, we incorporate an index into the broadcast program. Directory information is broadcast several times within a broadcast cycle to locate requested data in an energy efficient way. We choose (1, m) indexing [IVB97] as the underlying index organization method and broadcast the complete index once within each minor broadcast cycle. To provide cache consistency in spite of server updates, each minor cycle is preceded with a concurrency control report or CCR that contains the read and write sets along with the values of newly created objects of read-write transactions that committed in the last minor broadcast cycle. An entry in a CCR is a 3-tuple <TID, ReadSet, WriteSet> where TID denotes a globally unique transaction identifier. Transactions stored in CCR are ordered by their commit time. The data segment contains hot-spot data objects that are of interest to a large number of clients. The rest of the database can be accessed on-demand. To allow clients to communicate with the server, we assume the existence of a back channel. We consider the use of a hybrid data delivery mode of data broadcast and unicast to experience the advantages of both types of communication.
With respect to the client and server architecture, we assume a hybrid caching system for both system components to improve the performance of our protocols. In a hybrid caching system the cache memory available is divided into a page-based segment and an object-based segment. The server uses its page cache to handle fetch requests from the server and to fill the broadcast disk with pages containing hot-spot objects. The server object cache is utilized to save installation disk reads for writing modified objects onto disk. The latter is organized similar to the modified object buffer (MOB) in [Ghe95] . With respect to concurrency control, the server object cache can be used to answer object requests in case a transaction consistent page is not available from the client's perspective. The client also maintains a hybrid cache scheme to get full advantage of both. The client page cache is used to keep requested and prefetched database pages in volatile memory. We assume a single version page cache that maintains up-to-date server pages. The client object cache, on the other hand, is allowed to store multiple versions of an object X. To simplify the description of our protocols, we assume that an object X can be either stored in a page P or in the object cache of the client. To reason about the correctness of a client read operation, each page P is assigned a timestamp TS(P) that reflects the (logical) time when an object X resident in P was last updated. Analogous to the page cache, each version of an object maintained in the client object cache is associated with a commit timestamp reflecting the point in time when the version was installed.
Multi-version Concurrency Control Protocol with BOT Serializability guarantees (MVCC-BS)
In this section, we present an algorithm that provides BOT Serializability to read-only transactions. For space restrictions, we only cover the case where mobile clients do not suffer from intermittent connectivity and can actively observe the broadcast channel. We also assume that clients can only execute a single read-only transaction at a time. The described algorithm will build the fundamental basis for subsequent protocols that ensure weaker semantic guarantees than serializability.
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Our implementation of the BOT Serializability level allows concurrency control with nearly no overhead. For each read-only transaction T i , the client keeps the following data structures and information for concurrency control purposes: a) T i 's startup timestamp, b) T i 's read set, and c) an object invalidation list. The latter contains the identifiers and commit timestamps of objects that were created during the current major broadcast cycle (MBC). Note that all underlying data structures of our CC schemes are chosen for clarity of exposition rather than for efficient implementation.
The server data structures include the hybrid server cache and CCR as described before and the temporary object cache (TOB). The TOB is used to record the modified or newly created object values of transactions that committed during the current MBC. Additionally, the TOB is utilized to store "shadow" versions of transactions that are not yet committed. Whenever an MBC is finished, all versions of committed transactions are merged from the TOB into the MOB and the updated or newly created object versions will be available for the next broadcast cycle.
Now we describe the protocol scheme by differentiating between client and server operations.
Client Operations
1. Read object X by transaction T i on client C a) T i issues its first read operation. Assign the number of the current broadcast cycle to STS(T i ). Add X to T i 's read set (RS).
b) Requested object X is cache-resident in the page or object cache. If the requested object is stored in page P, it can be read by T i whenever P's update timestamp TS(P) is smaller than STS(T i ) or if T i started its operations in the current MBC and there is no entry of X with timestamp TS OIL (X) in the object invalidation list (OIL) such that STS(T i ) ≤ TS OIL (X). Otherwise, T i looks for the entry of object X in the object cache. If some version j of object X is in the object cache, T i can read X j if the invariant TS(X j ) < STS(T i ) holds and there is no other version k of object X such that TS(X j ) < TS(X k ) and TS(X k ) < STS(T i ). If T i reads some version of X, add X to
RS(T i ).
c) Requested object X is scheduled for broadcasting. Read index of the broadcast to determine the position of the object on the broadcast. The client is allowed to download the desired object X if the update timestamp of the page P in which X resides is smaller than T i 's starting point, i.e., TS(P) < STS(T i ) and there is no object version of X in OIL such that TS(P) < TS OIL (X) and TS OIL (X) < STS(T i ). If a consistent object of X cannot be located in the air-cache the client proceeds with d). Otherwise, it reads the installed version of object X and adds X to RS(T i ).
d) Requested version of object X is neither in the local cache nor in the air-cache. Send fetch request for object X along with STS(T i ) and T i 's IL to the server. The server processes the client request as described below. As a reply the client either receives a transaction consistent copy (with respect to T i ) of a page P which contains the 20 requested object X or otherwise a transaction consistent version of X. If the request cannot be satisfied, the server notifies the client and T i must be aborted.
Concurrency control report processing on client C
CCRs are disseminated at the beginning of each minor broadcast cycle. The client processes the CCR as follows:
For each object X included in the write set of a read-write transaction T j that committed in the last minor broadcast cycle, an entry is added into OIL containing the identifier of object X along with its commit timestamp. Additionally, the contents of the page and object cache is refreshed. If an object X that is kept in a page P at client C was updated during the last minor broadcast cycle, the old version of X is overwritten by the newly created version. Otherwise, the updated version of X is installed into the object cache, if X belongs to C's hot-spot objects. If a prior version of object X becomes useless for T i , the corresponding object version is discarded from the object cache.
Transaction commit
Transaction T i is allowed to commit, if all read requests were satisfied and no abort notification was sent by the server.
Server Operations
Fetch request for object X from client C
If the server receives a fetch request for object X from transaction T i , the server first checks if the page P on which the object X resides is in the server cache. If P is cache-resident and the startup timestamp of T i is equal to the number of the current minor broadcast cycle, the server will send page P to C after applying to P all pending server object cache entries. Otherwise, if any of the aforementioned conditions is violated, the server searches for X in the MOB. If it finds an entry for object X such that TS(X) < STS(T i ), the server will send object X to the client. Otherwise, if STS(T i ) equals the number of the current broadcast cycle, the server reads P from disk and applies all outstanding modifications recorded in the MOB of objects that reside in P to the page. If a fetch request cannot be satisfied due to consistency reasons, an abort message will be transmitted to the client.
Integration of the TOB into the MOB
At the end of each minor broadcast cycle, the newly created and updated versions of objects are merged into the MOB. If objects exist in the MOB, their object values will be overwritten and timestamp numbers will be updated.
Filling the broadcast disk server
The server fills the data and index segment of the broadcast disk server at the beginning of each MOB. Thereby, the server proceeds as follows: If the desired page containing hot-spot objects is not in the page cache of the server, it is read into the cache from the disk and thereafter it is updated to reflect all the modifications of its objects recorded in the MOB. At the end of this process, all pages stored in the broadcast disk server are completely up-to-date, i.e., they contain the most current versions of their objects. Further, the server creates a (1, m) index containing entries for objects scheduled for broadcasting and stores it into the index segment of the broadcast disk. The concurrency control segment of the broadcast disk is updated at the beginning of each minor broadcast cycle. This segment is filled with the CCR as described above.
Multi-version Concurrency Control Protocol with Strict Forward BOT Serializability guarantees (MVCC-SFBS)
Having described an MVCC scheme that ensures BOT Serializability consistency, we extend this scheme to Read Rule 5: Whenever a read-only transaction T i wants to read an object X that is registered in its OVWPL, T i has to read the latest committed object version of X with a timestamp TS that is smaller than the one of the entry of object X in OVWPL. Otherwise, T i has to read the most recent object version of X.
Note that Read Rule 5 is applicable to the MVCC-SFBVC protocol as well.
Multi-version Concurrency Control Protocol with Strict Forward BOT View Consistency guarantees (MVCC-SFBVC)
The View Consistency level is the weakest IL that provides transaction consistency to read-only transactions and constrains forward reads of read-only transactions to the smallest possible extent. To determine whether an active read-only transaction T i is required to see the updates of a read-write transaction T j that successfully finished its execution during T i 's lifetime, the applicability of rule C1 and C2 has to be tested. If both conditions are satisfied and T i wants to read an object written by T j , it needs to read the version installed by T j , if there exists no later version of the respective object that T i is allowed to observe as well. As the rules given above are a proper subset of those formulated for the MVCC-SFBUS scheme, it is obvious that the MVCC-SFBVC protocol provides strictly stronger currency guarantees than MVCC-SFBUS. Further, it is easy to see that MVCC-SFBVC has lower time and space overheads than MVCC-SFBUS since the former scheme does not need to maintain the OVRPL. Hence, we expect that the MVCC-SFBVC scheme outperforms the MVCC-SFBUS protocol in our performance study.
Performance Results
The aim of the performance study is to measure the absolute and relative performance of our proposed multiversion concurrency control protocols in a wireless broadcast disk environment. In contrast to previous simulation studies [LSL99, SNS+99], we quantitatively evaluate the performance of our new ILs in the presence of a client cache and a hybrid data delivery environment. A study conducted by [PC99a] accommodated client caching, however, they only measured the performance of protocols that provide serializability guarantees to read-only transactions. Further, all those simulation studies use a pure broadcast data delivery mode, i.e., the server pro-actively and repeatedly broadcasts all data items of the database to the client population without any explicit request. Such a push-based data delivery type suffers from long response times when the database gets large (see Figure 7 ) and therefore it is inadequate for most applications of dissemination-based databases. Thus, we implement our concurrency control protocols in a hybrid data delivery environment where only the most popular data is broadcast and the rest is delivered on demand.
System Model
Our simulation parameters used are similar to the ones taken in previous performance studies done in the field of data broadcasting and distributed databases [AFZ95a, AFZ95b, Gru97]. The simulation model consists of the following core components: a) database, b) server, c) client, d) broadcast disk, and e) network, which are briefly described below.
As in simulation studies done before, a relatively small database size is used in order to make the simulations of our complex mobile broadcasting architecture computationally feasible with today's computer technology.
Therefore, the database is modeled as a set of 10000 objects. Mobile clients and the server are modeled as a facility consisting of a variety of components including a CPU, cache, and disk. Disks are only available at the server, i.e., we assume diskless mobile clients. Similar to previous performance studies, database objects are stored on multiple disks at the server which are modeled as a FIFO queue. To reflect the characteristics of a modern disk drive we have chosen the parameters from the Quantum Atlas 10K III disk. The client CPU speed is set to 100 MIPS which is a realistic number for mobile devices [A01] and the server CPU speed is 1200 MIPS.
We have associated a CPU instruction cost with various events as listed in Table 1 . A single FIFO input queue is used for processing events such as disk I/O or sending a message. All requests are charged in terms of (fractions of) broadcast units, i.e., the time it takes to broadcast a disk page of 4096 bytes in size. The client cache size is chosen to be 2% of the database size and the server cache size is 20% of the database size. As in previous studies carried out in the context of stationary distributed database systems, we model the client cache as a hybrid cache by dividing it into a page-based segment and an object-based segment as described in Section 4. The server cache is also divided into a page data cache and a modified object cache (MOB). The MOB is modeled as a single version object cache as described in [Ghe95] . The client and server page caches and the MOB are managed by a LRU replacement policy and the client object cache is organized by an eviction algorithm called P [AFZ95a] . P is an offline page replacement algorithm that uses the knowledge of objects' access probabilities to determine the cache replacement victims. We use this knowledge whenever the cache is full to evict those objects that have the lowest access probability. Client cache freshness is achieved by downloading recently modified objects from the CCR segment of the broadcast cycle.
The broadcast program determines the structure and the contents of the underlying broadcast disk. We assume a flat single version broadcast disk whose contents is cyclically disseminated to the client population. Since we want to capture hybrid data environments, only the hottest 20% of the database is broadcast. At the beginning of each MBC a dedicated broadcast disk server is filled with the most popular pages. Each MBC is subdivided into five minor cycles and each minor cycle consists of a portion of the data to be broadcast within an MBC, a (1, m) index to make the data self-descriptive, and a CCR as described in Section 4. Our modeled network 
Workload Model
Transaction processing is modeled in our simulation study like in a stock trading and monitoring database. Data objects are modified at the server by a data workload generator that simulates the effects of multiple read-write transactions. In our baseline system configuration 100 objects are modified by 20 transactions at each MBC, i.e., each read-write transaction updates 5 objects. Objects read and written by read-write transactions are modeled by using a Zipf distribution with parameter θ=0.80. The ratio of the number of write operations versus the number of read operations is fixed at 0.2, i.e., only every fifth operation issued by the server results in an object modification. Read-only transactions are modeled as a sequence of 10 to 50 read operations. Like read and write operations at the server, the access probabilities of client read operations follow a Zipf distribution with parameter θ=0.95 (and θ=0.80 respectively), i.e., about 90% (75%) of all object accesses are directed to 10% (25%) of the database. To account for the impact on the communication and server resources when the client sends a data request to the server, we model a multi-client environment consisting of 10 mobile clients. For simplicity, we assume that each mobile client runs only a single read-only transaction at the time. We model a transaction think time between two consecutive operations and transactions to add a delay between those events.
We adopt a parameter, called uplink usage threshold [AFZ97] , whose value determines whether a client may explicitly request an object even though it is scheduled for broadcasting. The chosen threshold of 100 percent means that an object version can not be requested from the server if it is listed in the broadcast program. We have chosen an abort variance of 100 percent which means that whenever a read-only transaction aborts due to a read conflict, the restarted transaction reads from a different set of objects. To conclude, Table 1 summarizes the system and workload parameters used in our study. 
Results obtained from Baseline Settings
The performance of the new ILs implementations is expressed in five metrics ranked according to their importance when comparing the performance differences between the proposed ILs:
1. Transaction Commit Rate: The number of transactions successfully committed per second.
This measure demonstrates the efficiency of our concurrency protocols and is the key metric in the simulation study.
Transaction Abort Rate:
The number of read-only transactions aborted per second.
Messages per Transaction Commit:
The number of messages (both object fetch and reply messages) transferred between the client and the server per committed transaction as response to a client cache and/or air cache miss.
Forward Read Ratio (FRR):
The ratio of the number of objects referenced by a read-only transaction T i that were up-to-date at their point of access to the total number of objects read by T i .
Prohibition List Entries (PLEs):
The number of data objects that a read-only transaction is forbidden to read forward by its commit point in order to resolve conflicts with concurrently active read-write transactions.
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All performance results presented in this paper were derived from executing 10000 transactions after the clients and the server have reached their steady state. As noted before, our results come from artificially generated traces, i.e., they give only an intuition about the performance of our ILs implementations, but may not represent a real application's behavior.
Due to space restrictions, we now give a short interpretation of the experimentally measured results with respect to the aforementioned metrics. We use a combination of graphs and tables to present our results. workload. The reason is that semantically stronger protocols suffer from the change in the data access and update behavior to a greater extent since the number of fetch messages transferred to the server increases in absolute and relative terms.
The following factors account for the difference in performance between MVCC-SFBVC and its semantically stronger rivals. First, the performance penalty of stronger ILs than View Consistency occurs primarily due to the fact that read-only transactions abort fewer times and hence perform less wasted work. Transactions managed by weaker levels abort less often since they allow read-only transactions to read more recent object versions than stronger levels and therefore, there exists a higher likelihood that requested objects can be found in the system. Second, weaker levels impose less restrictive isolation requirements on read-only transactions which may result in more forward reads and less PLEs. Reading recent objects potentially increases the probability that a requested object can be located in either the client cache or broadcast channel. Thus, fewer fetch request messages have to be sent to the server which, in turn, increases the transaction response time and transaction throughput rate. As indicated before, there is a considerable performance penalty of ensuring BOT data currency to read-only transactions. The reason for the weak performance of BOT Serializability is related to the constraint that read-only transactions have to read from a snapshot that existed by their starting points. If transactions are long-running, there is a decreasing probability that transaction consistent objects can be located in the database system. Hence, transactions running with BOT data currency guarantees abort 2.5 to 10.2 times more frequently than transactions that are permitted to see the updates of transactions committed after their corresponding starting points.
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Sensitivity Analysis
We now present the results of our sensitivity analysis initiated to get an insight on how the protocols perform under different system parameters. As the performance results of the MVCC-BS protocol at parts differ remarkably from those experienced by its "forward read" counterparts (see Figure 4) , we decided to exclude this protocol from the graphical presentation of the results. However, the relative performance values of the MVCC-BS protocol wrt. the MVCC-SFBVC scheme are still illustrated tabularly. In our analysis, we varied the following workload parameters: a) client cache size, b) number of objects updated per MBC, c) number of objects disseminated per MBC (broadcast factor), d) network bandwidth e) network propagation and routing delay f) update transaction size.
To understand the impact of the client cache size, we varied the client cache from 100 to 500 objects. Increasing the cache size enables the client to keep more useful object versions that are likely to be referenced in the future in its local memory. Thus, there is an increase in the client cache hit rate leading to a decrease in the number of object fetch requests forwarded to the broadcast channel inspector and server. As the results in Figure 5 indicate, increasing the client cache size from 100 to 500 objects brings about a significant improvement in the transaction throughput rate for all examined protocols. For the MVCC-SFBVC protocol, the performance improves by about 280-330% when extending the cache size from 100 to 500 objects. Further note, that there is an absolute and a relative reduction in the number of client cache capacity misses resulting in a decrease in the throughput difference between MVCC-SFBVC and the other schemes.
The number of objects updated per MBC was also varied from 50 to 250. This experiment is meant to demonstrate the performance of our proposed protocols when raising the data and resource contention level.
Since we neither change the client cache size nor allow the server or the air-cache to keep multiple committed object versions, there exists an increased contention among useful object versions for the available client cache resources. As a result, the abort rate per second increases logarithmically (but nearly linearly) which, in turn, causes the throughput rate to decrease exponentially. For example, for the MVCC-SFBVC protocol, the abort rate rises from about 0.88 to 6.12, while the throughput rate per second decreases from 5.94 to 2.21 for the 0.95
workload (see also Figure 6 ). Further, this experiment along with the formerly conducted sensitivity analysis shows that changes of the system parameters that increase the contention level (rising the update rate per MBC) cause the performance gap between the MVCC-SFBVC protocol and its contenders to widen, while changes that reduce contention (increasing the client cache size) cause the gap to narrow. For example, with regard to the throughput metric the relative performance difference between MVCC-SFBVC and the MVCC-SFBUS scheme widens from 1.6% to 5.6% for the 0.95 workload. It is also important to notice, that the relative performance gap between the protocols expands if the client data access behavior is less skew. The reason for the widening gap observed when data references are more evenly spread across the database is the same that causes the performance gap to broaden when the contention level is increased, namely the number of fetch requests rises relative to the MVCC-SFBVC scheme.
Changing the length of the broadcast cycle by increasing the broadcast factor from 0.2 (only 20% of the most frequently accessed objects of the database are disseminated) to 1.0 (all database objects are broadcast) gives us some insight on how our protocols perform under a larger air-cache. Increasing the broadcast contents leads to a performance decline for all protocols. As Figure 7 shows, the throughput rate per second exponentially decreases from 4.50 to 0.79 for the MVCC-SFBVC scheme under the 0.95 workload when the broadcast factor is increased from 0.2 to 1.0. In this case, however, the throughput deterioration is not caused by an increase in contention, but merely by longer wait times for requested objects that appear on the broadcast channel. Broadcast latency occurs in the system as probe wait time and broadcast wait time [IVB97] . Both factors increase proportionally to the size of the broadcast cycle assuming a flat broadcast schedule. Hence, irrespective of the underlying concurrency control protocol, clients have to wait longer till the desired index segment or the requested object appears on the channel. One promising way to avoid long broadcast wait times is to allow clients to request objects directly from the server despite their appearance on the broadcast channel. In order to prevent the uplink network from becoming the performance bottleneck, the mobile broadcasting system may use an uplink usage threshold [AFZ97] to balance the usage of the uplink and broadcast channel. Further, in Figure 7 we depict how the FRR varies when varying the percentage of database items broadcast. It is interesting to note that the FRR peaks for all investigated protocols when about 40% of the database objects is disseminated. The reason is that under such a broadcast channel configuration the number of PLEs for each committed read-only transaction is the lowest compared to other broadcast factors. Additionally, the tabular presentation of the results in Figure 7 shows that the performance difference between the four protocols varies insignificantly with changes in the broadcast factor.
To determine whether our proposed ILs are also viable for high-bandwidth (stationary) broadcasting networks, we varied the broadcast channel bandwidth from today's value of wired networks (100 Mbps for Ethernet) to that of direct broadcast satellites. We also changed the bandwidth of the point-to-point connection to 100 Mbps since we now assume that the client is connected to a stationary LAN. As intuitively expected, the simulation results presented in Figure 8 show The reason is that with increasing bandwidth broadcast cycles become shorter thus resulting in a higher number of updates per broadcast unit. If more objects are updated in a shorter time, data and resource contention increases and, hence, more client and air-cache misses occur. As a consequence, more object fetch requests need to be sent to the server imposing a higher load on the database server which, in turn, penalizes the server response time and, consequently, the transaction throughput rate per second. Since clients running transactions under the 0.80 workload suffer from higher message/commit rates than those who execute their transactions under highly skewed access patterns, the cost/benefit tradeoff balances out at a lower bandwidth. With respect to the effect of the change of the broadcast bandwidth on the relative performance deviation of the investigated protocols we obtain mixed results. While performance gap between the MVCC-SFBVC protocol and the MVCC-SFBUS scheme narrows for the 0.95 workload, it widens under the 0.80 workload. In general, the relative performance difference widens between MVCC-SFBUS and its counterparts.
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Another network parameter worth investigating is the propagation delay. As mentioned before, in order to speed up our simulator we experimented with network routing and propagation delays that exist in slow LAN networks. To investigate whether our simulation results change under more realistic conditions, we changed the RTT from 20 ms to 300ms. As the results, depicted in Figure 9 , indicate, MVCC-SFBVC still outperforms the other protocols. When comparing the relative performance difference between the protocols under the 20ms simulation setting with those measured under the slow propagation network (Figure 9 ), we note that the gap between the protocols widens with an increase in network latency, i.e., the relative performance results of our simulation study are conservative estimates of the real values.
Finally, we varied the length of the transactions that modify the state of the database during MBCs. We observed that the relative performance difference between all protocols decreases when the size of the update transactions grows. As Figure 10 shows, the gap between the protocols incorporating the forward read property becomes insignificant when the update transaction size moves beyond 40 objects. On the contrary, if the transaction length is smaller than 25 objects, a wider performance gap is observed than the one experienced under the baseline setting of the simulator. The reason for the narrowing performance gap when the update transaction length becomes larger is related to an increase in the probability that concurrent update transactions conflict with active read-only transactions and therefore disqualify for read forward purposes. As evidence, consider the relative difference in the number of prohibition list entries between the "read forward" protocols under various transaction lengths. While the gap between the MVCC-SFBVC protocol and the MVCC-SFBUS and MVCC-SFBS scheme is 26.5% and 55.9%, respectively, for the 0.95 workload with a transaction length of 5 objects, the divergence in performance has nearly faded for update transactions of 50 objects in length.
Note that all the graphs and tables depicting the results of our sensitivity analysis are contained in the Appendix B. proposed concurrency control schemes, the implementations of the APPROX algorithm ensure that read-only transactions always read transaction consistent and current data (as of the beginning of the broadcast cycle when the last read is performed). However, as APPROX is a single version concurrency algorithm, it is less tolerant to data conflicts. Additionally, it suffers from high time and space overheads as the computation of control information at the server is complex and the space requirements for control data are quadratic to the number of database objects. In [MLS99] , a multi-version optimistic concurrency control protocol with timestamp adjustment was proposed for a hybrid data delivery environment. However, like the APPROX algorithm, the protocol uses 2-versioning at the server and allows clients to keep only a single object version. Therefore it is likely to suffer from a higher abort rate than our schemes.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented four new ILs suitable for managing read-only transactions in the broadcasting environment. We have shown examples that illustrate the usefulness of all defined ILs depending on the respective application and user requirements. Furthermore, we have described a suite of MVCC protocols that implement the defined ILs in a hybrid data delivery environment. A performance study finally compared the implementations of our defined levels. Our study experimentally confirmed the hypothesis that protocols with weaker correctness requirements outperform implementations of stronger ILs. Further, it was shown that the MVCC-SFBVC scheme is the best concurrency control mechanism for cacheable transactions in both mobile and stationary broadcasting environments. Thus, MVCC-SFBVC should always be the first choice for processing read-only transactions in dissemination-based environments whenever read-only transactions are not required to serialize with the complete set of committed transactions in the system. Otherwise, the MVCC-SFBS protocol is to be used.
There are several ways in which our work can be extended. First, as noted before, our defined ILs allow only consistent transaction processing with firm data currency guarantees. Since such "strong" data currency requirements are too restrictive in cases where mobile clients intentionally or accidentally disconnect from the server, there is a need for additional ILs that incorporate weaker data currency requirements. Thus, it would be necessary to extend our suite of ILs by new ones that would be more appropriate for disconnected transaction processing. In this respect, it would be important that the new levels should be similar to our ILs to ensure that users and programmers do not have to deal with an inconsistent set of IL definitions. Second, since we have modeled our broadcasting infrastructure in the absence of disconnections, our data dissemination system needs to be extended for dealing with such conditions. To allow mobile clients to reason about the fate of those active read-only transactions executed during some period of disconnection from the server, an efficient way is required to inform mobile clients of updates that took place during that time. One viable approach would be to maintain a history of CCRs at the server and to disseminate past and recent CCRs together on the broadcast channel or to deliver them on request to the reconnected client. Finally, the evaluation of the performance of our ILs can be extended to consider a system architecture that consists of a multi-version, multi-disk broadcast organization, a multi-version server, etc.
Appendix B
Appendix B presents the performance results of our sensitivity analysis. 
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